


My name is Bob 

and I am a Model 

Railroader.

I’m also a 3D 

Model Designer



The purpose of this presentation is to show you how to build an HO 

Scale chain-link fence using HO scale fence products from Bob’s 

Miniatures.  This is the third part of a 3-part tutorial. In this part, I will 

show you how to install your finished fence sections onto your layout.



The following instructions are geared for the beginner or the layman with new 

bench work. You seasoned model railroaders have built, torn down layouts, 

built again and already pretty much know what you are doing.  But tag along 

anyway, you may glean something.

Don’t worry if the video gets a little too fast for taking notes.  It will be available 

on my information website as an Adobe .pdf file that you can down-load and 

print.

https://bobsminiatures.com/



I don’t need another
chain-link fence at this
time, so I have prepared
a small diorama on a
piece of hardboard to
install my fence for this
tutorial.



I  will use this 

schematic that 

I prepared 

earlier to guide 

our way along.



 Start at one corner and lay a strip of

1” blue painters tape parallel and

1/8” outside your perimeter line.

This will give the base an edge to

bump up against and center the

base on your perimeter line.

 Glue down the first corner piece

onto the construction line and let dry.

I use Woodland Scenics Scenery

Glue.

 Glue down the adjoining corner

section making sure the “barbed

wire” is laying on top of each

adjoining wire and each rail is glued

into its matching cup.

 After the glue has dried, glue each

“barbed wire” to the corner post.

After this glue dries, cut off the extra

wire with side cutters.



Continue this procedure 
around the entire perimeter.  
You’re not building a watch, 
so fudging short or over the 
line at the turns is permiss-
ible as long as the fence 
remains straight and 
uniform.



Paint on an underlay of 

similar color as your 

desired turf.  



On my sample diorama, I 

used Woodland Scenics 

Fine Earth Turf for the 

dark grass and Fine Buff 

Tab Ballast for the gravel 

area.  Then I sprinkled on 

some Blended Green turf 

for contrasting vegetation.



My sample diorama

represents a cell tower 

facility set in a cow 

pasture.  

Use your imagination 

for a chain-link fence in 

scores of different ways 

that require security.



Many of the track-side 

accessories shown on my 

sample diorama are on my 

website.

https://bobsminiatures.com

https://bobsminiatures.com/




https://www.bobsminiatures.com

OR

https://www.shapeways.com/shops/bob-s-miniatures

Please Visit My Shop at:



End of Presentation

Thanks for viewing


